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Abstract

Continuous-time Markov chains (CTMC’s) form a convenient mathematical

framework for analyzing random systems across many different disciplines. A

specific research problem that is often of interest is to try to predict maximum

probability sequences of state transitions given initial or boundary conditions.

This work shows how to solve this problem exactly through an efficient dy-

namic programming algorithm. We demonstrate our approach through two

different applications – ranking mutational pathways of HIV virus based on

their probabilities, and determining the most probable failure sequences in

complex fault-tolerant engineering systems. Even though CTMC’s have been

used extensively to realistically model many types of complex processes, it

is often a standard practice to eventually simplify the model in order to per-

form the state evolution analysis. As we show here, simplifying approaches

can lead to inaccurate and often misleading solutions. Therefore we expect

our algorithm to find a wide range of applications across different domains.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

A ubiquitous problem in engineering and science is to reconstruct the tra-

jectory of a dynamical system based on a series of incomplete or noisy ob-

servations. Even though the laws governing the system’s dynamics may be

understood quite well, it is often necessary to make an inference about the

system’s unobserved behaviour. At any point in time the system can be de-

scribed by its state, i.e. well-defined configuration of information describing

the system. Dynamical systems are different from static ones in that their

states evolve, or change, over time.

Random dynamical systems, as the name suggests, evolve randomly in

time. This randomness can be associated with the future states and with the

rates at which the system evolves. Depending on a particular application,

the meaning of the word “state” can vary significantly.
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When we talk about random processes that describe real, physical trajec-

tories, a single state can be identified by a set of coordinates in the physical

space, or some other definition of location. The problems of motion tracking

or robot navigation can be formulated in this way. A typical problem in-

volving these types of systems would be estimating the most likely path of a

vehicle when the data describing its location is inherently noisy (e.g. coming

from low precision tracking devices).

It also makes sense to define states and trajectories in more abstract ways.

Phylogenetics is a branch of biology that tries to relate species according

to their genetic sequences. In this context, evolution can be viewed as a

random process where the genetic sequences change over time, and therefore

states can be associates with particular configurations of those sequences.

For example, a researcher may be presented with a part of a genome of an

extinct species obtained from a fossil. The researcher may want to know the

most probable evolutionary path for that specie, and its most likely surviving

descendants.

Pattern recognition problems (e.g. speech recognition, gesture recogni-

tion, etc.) can also be viewed as inference problems in random systems. For

example, in speech recognition, syllables (or even words) can be states of the

system. These states can only be inferred through the sounds produced by

the speaker. Interpreting speech, then, is a problem of estimating the most
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likely sentence (sequence of syllables), given the sound. The problem turns

out to be far from straightforward, given the peculiarities of human voice,

general noisiness of the sound medium and the lack of unique correspondence

between sounds and syllables in most languages.

Any instance of a random system evolving over time can be described

in one of two ways—either by its trajectory, or by its state sequence. Tra-

jectories describe how the system’s states change, and when they change,

whereas state sequences (or “paths”) describe the system’s evolution only in

terms of its visited states, and the exact timing of events is not acounted for.

Since we are dealing with random systems, the exact deterministic solution

of any kind is impossible by definition. What we can infer, however, are the

probabilities of different trajectories or state sequences. This work presents

an algorithm for computing the most probable sequences of states in certain

types of random systems, called continuous-time Markov chains (CTMCs).

We are not interested in how much time the system spends in each state that

it visits, we only want to know the sequence of visited states in their exact

order.

CTMCs form a very general class of probabilistic models (see Section

2.2), and have found numerous applications across many domains. Their

formalism has been used extensively to describe various aspects of math-

ematical models in biophysics [36], biochemistry [19], queuing theory [20],
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robotics [13], epidemiology [22], ecology [40] and economics [25], just to name

a few. CTMCs owe their success to the fact that they present the most gen-

eral way to model memoryless systems with a finite number of states (see

Section 2.1) that evolve continuously in time (see Section 2.2).

To simplify problems that involve continuous-time systems, it is custom-

ary to translate them into the discrete-time domain [30, 29, 7]. This is an

attractive approach since the problem of finding the most probable state se-

quences can be solved quite easily (see Section 2.3.3) in the discrete-time

world. Also, there is a well-known solution (Viterbi algorithm) to the prob-

lem of finding the most likely sequence of states when we assume a “hidden”

discrete-time model (Hidden Markov Model), in which the actual states of the

system (the so-called latent states) are inferred from observations. However,

as will be shown in this work, time discretization will often produce wrong

and misleading results. Our research presents the first exact solution to the

problem of efficiently finding the most probable sequences of state transitions

in CTMCs. The exact solution that is described here does not require any

model simplifying assumptions and provides the solution in continuous-time

domain. In the discussion below, including application examples, we will

show why a state sequence is a more meaningful notion of a high-probability

trajectory than the one obtained by looking at discrete-time models or other

types of information. We also show why finding maximum likelihood trajec-
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tories (see Section 2.3.4) is usually less informative than finding maximum

probability state sequences.

First we will define CTMCs and overview the state of the art in CTMC-

related prediction problems (Chapter 2). The algorithm that predicts the

most likely state sequences based on boundary conditions, along with the

proof that the algorithm always terminates (provided we are dealing with

a finite state space), will be presented in Chapter 3. Chapter 4 illustrates

one possible application of the algorithm to the problem of determining the

most likely mutational pathways of the HIV virus, while Chapter 5 applies

the algorithm in the domain of reliability engineering, demonstrating how

our approach can be used to create a novel method for fault diagnosis in

complex fault-tolerant systems. Finally, the last chapter discusses directions

for further research including some possible extensions to the algorithm.

When I joined the project in September 2010, my supervisor, Dr. Perkins,

had an abstract idea for an algorithm for computing most likely state se-

quences for CTMCs. However, he had no good way to compute the proba-

bility curves (explained below) that the algorithm requires. My main con-

tributions to the project included: a sound and numerically stable approach

to computing the probability curves, an improved method for filtering out

suboptimal probability curves, an extension of the method to compute not

just the most likely state sequence but the k-most likely sequences for any k,
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completion of correctness proofs for all of the above, implementation of the

entire approach (in Matlab and R), and detailed applications of the method

in the HIV and fault diagnosis domains mentioned above.
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Chapter 2

Background

The purpose of this chapter is to be a fairly self-contained primer on continuous-

time Markov chains as well as on the state of the art in prediction problems

for continuous-time Markov chains. It is assumed that the reader is familiar

with basic probability concepts, such as random variable, conditional proba-

bilities, etc. The chapter is split into three major sections. First, we overview

stochastic systems and define the Markovian property. Second, we explain

what continuous-time Markov chains are. Then, finally, we describe the four

major trajectory inference approaches, and discuss the need for a new tool

that will be introduced in the consequent chapter.
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2.1 Stochastic systems and Markov chains

Real world dynamical systems can be modelled as either deterministic or

stochastic. Deterministic systems entail well defined rules that uniquely de-

termine how the system will evolve given its current state. That is to say, if

we can measure the state of our system with infinite precision we know ex-

actly what is going to happen to it assuming there is no unknown interaction

with its environment. Any simple mechanical system is a good example. If

we only assume the Newtonian mechanics, then the state of the system at any

point in the future can be determined solely by its current state, assuming

of course that we know the current state precisely.

Continuous-time Markov chains represent stochastic systems. Unlike in

deterministic ones, in stochastic systems the current state only offers infor-

mation on the probability distribution of the future states, not their exact

values. Whether it is our limited understanding of the system (e.g. most

biological systems), uncertainties in measurements (e.g. weather prediction),

or their inherent stochasticity (e.g. quantum mechanics, molecular biology),

random systems are only defined by laws that model the probability distri-

butions of their states [44, 45]. In other words if we observe a random system

in state x we can say how likely it is that it will be in state y at some point

in the future, but we cannot say with certainty (unless the aforementioned

likelihood is 1 or 0) whether or not it actually will be in state y, no matter
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how precise our measurements are.

Formally, a stochastic (or random) process is a collection of random vari-

ables {Xt, t ∈ T}. If T is countable, the process is called discrete, otherwise

it is continuous. When Xt’s come from an uncountable set (e.g. R, Rn, etc.)

then we say the process has a continuous state space. Otherwise (i.e. if all

possible values of {Xt} can be enumerated), the process is said to have a

discrete state space. This work will only deal with discrete state spaces, in

fact we will only be concerned with finite state systems, i.e. systems that not

only have countable but also finite state space.

A special type of a discrete stochastic process is the so-called Markov

chain, or a discrete-time Markov chain (DTMC for short). A Markov chain is

a discrete stochastic process where the next state of the system only depends

on its current state, and any knowledge of the system’s past behaviour does

not provide any new information regarding its future evolution. Formally, a

stochastic process {Xn, n ∈ N, Xn ∈ X,X ⊆ N} is a Markov chain if

P (Xn+1 = j | Xn = i,Xn−1 = in−1, . . . , X1 = i1, X0 = i0) = Pij. (2.1)

That is, whenever the process is in state i there is a fixed probability Pij

of transitioning into state j. This probability does not depend on anything

but the current state i and next immediate state j. In particular, it does

not depend on any other states the system may have visited before now.
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Unless mentioned otherwise, Markov chains are generally assumed to be time-

homogeneous, meaning that the Pij’s do not change over time.

It is natural to represent a DTMC in matrix form. A matrix P is said to

represent a Markov chain if each entry pij equals the probability of transi-

tioning from state i to state j. Conversely, any non-negative square matrix

whose rows sum to 1 represents a DTMC.

To demonstrate, consider the following example. Suppose that whether

or not it rains tomorrow depends only on today’s weather. If today is sunny,

it will rain tomorrow with probability 0.1, and if it rains today it will rain

tomorrow with probability 0.6. If we denote the “sunny“ state by 1 and the

“rainy” state by 2, this system defines a DTMC whose matrix of transition

probabilities is given by

P =

0.9 0.1

0.4 0.6

 (2.2)

A very useful tool for solving a wide range of Markov chain related prob-

lems are the so-called Chapman-Kolmogorov equations. In order to appre-

ciate the Chapman-Kolmogorov equations we first need to define the n-step

transition probability. We say that P n
ij is n-step transition probability of an

N -state DTMC if it is the probability that this chain in state i will be in

state j after n transitions, i.e.

P n
ij = P (Xn+k = j | Xk = i), n ≥ 0, 1 ≤ i, j ≤ N (2.3)
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It is worth noting that Eqn. 2.3 says nothing about the path that the system

would go through within these n transitions. The total probability, then, is

the sum of all possible disjoint trajectories that the DTMC can in principle

take.

Chapman-Kolmogorov equations provide a method for computing these

probabilities. The equations are

P n+m
ij =

N∑
k=1

P n
ikP

m
kj , ∀ n,m ≥ 0, 1 ≤ i, j ≤ N (2.4)

To see why (2.4) is true, we just use the definition of a Markov chain, in

particular its “memorylessness” (also known as the Markovian property):

P n+m
ij = P (Xn+m = j | X0 = i)

=
N∑
k=1

P (Xn+m = j,Xn = k | X0 = i)

=
N∑
k=1

P (Xn+m = j | Xn = k,X0 = i)

×P (Xn = k | X0 = i) (2.5)

=
N∑
k=1

Pm
kjP

n
ik

The Markovian property was used in (2.5).

As was noted earlier, Markov chains can be represented by matrices. If

our DTMC is defined by a square matrix P, then Eqn. 2.4 can very naturally

translate into the matrix form:

P(n+m) = P(n) ·P(m) (2.6)
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In particular,

P(2) = P(1+1) = P ·P = P2,

and hence by induction:

P(n) = P(n−1+1) = Pn−1 ·P = Pn. (2.7)

This can be useful for all sorts of Markov chain related calculations. For

example, going back to our weather example, if we would like to know the

probability of rain in four days given it is raining today, we can just apply

Eqn. 2.7 to our DTMC defined by linear transformation (2.2):

P(4) = (P2)2 =

0.9 0.1

0.4 0.6


2

·

0.9 0.1

0.4 0.6


2

=

0.85 0.15

0.6 0.4

 ·
0.85 0.15

0.6 0.4


=

0.8125 0.1875

0.75 0.25

 (2.8)

Matrix (2.8) gives us the 4-step transition probability transformation,

and so to determine the probability of rain in 4 days given rain now, we

simply look up P
(4)
22 (recall that we labeled 2 to be the “rainy” state), which

happens to be 0.25. Without the linear algebra shortcut (2.7) that is just

the restatement of the Chapman-Kolmogorov equations (2.4), solving similar
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questions directly, by just using the definitions of conditional probabilities

would be immensely more difficult [34].

2.2 Continuous-time Markov chains

A discrete time domain is not only a realistic, but often a very natural mathe-

matical framework for many real-life phenomena, for example whenever time

advances in well-defined “steps” or whenever we are dealing with an obser-

vational time series [29]. However, most physical systems obey more general

state transition laws, where the system can change its state at any time, not

just at some predetermined time points.

Continuous-time Markov chains (CTMCs) present a natural generaliza-

tion of discrete-time Markov chains into the continuous time domain. An

example of a continuous-time discrete state stochastic model would be a frog

leaping from one lily pad to another to get across the pond. States of the

system can be associated with the lily pads (i.e. lily pad #1, lily pad #2,

and so on). If the time spent at any lily pad is random and exponentially

distributed (with not necessarily the same parameters for different lily pads),

and if the probability of the next lily pad is only dependent on which lily

pad the frog is currently sitting on, then such a process defines a CTMC. In

this work we will only be dealing with finite CTMCs, i.e. CTMCs with finite
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1

λ = 0.25

3

λ = 0.6

2

λ = 0.2

4

λ = 0.9

6

λ = 0.1

5

λ = 0.65

30 %

70 %

33.3 %

66.7 %

66.7 %

33.3 %

50 %

50 %

33.3 %

66.7 %

100 %

Figure 2.1: A hypothetical 6-state continuous-time Markov chain. Arrows

with percentages indicate legal transitions the next state probabilities, and

λ’s are the dwell time parameters.

state space.

Formally, such a process can be described by the transition matrix T and

the dwell time parameters {λi}i=1,2,...,N (N is the size of the state space).

Dwell parameters define exponential distributions describing the holding

times, e.g. λ3 = 1
3
sec−1 would mean that once the system enters state 3,

it will stay there for a random time that is exponentially distributed with

the average of 3 sec. The transition matrix T is a square matrix of dimension

N . Ti,j defines the probability of system’s next state being j, given its current

state is i. We also require Ti, i = 0 for any state i. T bears no time-related

information, i.e. it says nothing about when the transitions happen. That

information is contained in λ’s, the dwell parameters
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An equivalent way of representing a CTMC is with the so-called transi-

tion rate matrix Q of the same dimension as T , i.e. N . While λi and Tij

respectively define how much time the system will spend in state i and what

the probability is that the next state will be j, Qij corresponds to the “prob-

ability rate” with which our system goes from state i into state j. The rates

of leaving a state are always positive, while the rates of staying are nega-

tive. For each state, the (negative) rate of staying should equal the sum of

outgoing (positive) rates in magnitude, which also means that the sum of all

probability rates for any given state should sum to 0. When i 6= j, the two

representations are related through formula

Qij = Tij × λi (2.9)

When i = j, Qi,i = −λi, which implies that
∑

j 6=iQij = −Qii = λi. So,

a finite-state CTMC can be either represented by a single matrix Q that

defines the transition rates, or by a combination of transition probabilities

matrix T and dwell times {λi}i=1..N . While it is often more compact to use

the single transition rate matrix Q, it is usually harder to interpret, and for

the sake of clarity CTMCs here will be represented through the combination

of T and λ’s. To give an example, consider the CTMC in Fig. 2.1. This is a

6-state system given by:

15



T =



0 3/10 7/10 0 0 0

1/3 0 2/3 0 0 0

2/3 0 0 1/3 0 0

0 0 1/2 0 1/2 0

0 0 0 1/3 0 2/3

0 0 0 0 1 0


(2.10)

λ =



0.25

0.2

0.6

0.9

0.65

0.1


(2.11)

or, equivalently:

Q =



−0.250 0.075 0.175 0 0 0

0.067 −0.200 0.133 0 0 0

0.400 0 −0.600 0.200 0 0

0 0 0.450 −0.900 0.450 0

0 0 0 0.217 −0.650 0.433

0 0 0 0 0.100 −0.100


(2.12)
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2.3 Prediction problems in continuous-time

Markov chains

This section will talk about the state of the art in predicting CTMCs. Four

major tools will be covered. First we will look at the continuous-time analog

of Eqn. 2.4, called Kolmogorov’s forward equation and how it can be used

to estimate the future probabilities of the system’s states. Then we will look

at Gillespie’s algorithm which is used to simulate continuous-time Markov

chains. Simulations are often used to infer various things about systems

when exact solutions are difficult to obtain, either analytically or numeri-

cally. Next, we will look at the possibility of translating the problem into

the discrete time domain and use this more convenient setting to try to pre-

dict things about our CTMCs. The last alternative approach we will look at

will be the recently proposed algorithm for estimating maximum likelihood

trajectories. The final section of this chapter will summarize the four ap-

proaches emphasizing their strengths and weakness. It will also discuss the

need for a new approach that will be introduced in the following chapter.

2.3.1 State distributions as a function of time

In a CTMC we can denote the probability of transitioning from state i to

state j in time t by Pij(t). Then, similar to the discrete case (Eqn. 2.4), we

17



have:

Pij(s+ t) =
∑
k

Pik(t)Pkj(s) =
∑
k

Pik(s)Pkj(t) (2.13)

Intuitively this holds true in the continuous case as well because in order

to transition into j in time t+ s, the system needs to occupy a certain state

k in time t, and by summing over all possible k’s we ensure that the identity

holds. If we want to be rigorous:

Pij(t+ s) = P (X(t+ s) = j | X(0) = 1)

=
N∑
k=1

P (X(t+ s) = j | X(s) = k,X(0) = i)

×P (X(s) = k | X(0) = i)

=
N∑
k=1

P (X(t+ s) = j | X(s) = k)

×P (X(s) = k | X(0) = i)

=
∑
k

Pkj(t)Pik(s)

(2.14)

Since CTMCs evolve in continuous time we will naturally want to derive

the expression for the time derivative of Pij(t). Using a standard trick [2],

we take a small time increment h and subtract Pij(t) from Pij(t+ h):

Pij(t+ h)− Pij(t) =
∑
k

Pik(t)Pkj(h)− Pij(t)

=
∑
k 6=j

Pik(t)Pkj(h)− [1− Pjj(h)]Pij(t)

18



Dividing both sides by h and taking the limit h→ 0 yields:

dPij
dt

= lim
h→0

Pij(t+ h)− Pij(t)
h

= lim
h→0
{
∑
k 6=j

Pik(t)
Pkj(h)

h
− 1− Pjj(h)

h
Pij(t)}

=
∑
k 6=j

TkjλkPik(t)− λjPij(t) (2.15)

Equation (2.15) is called Kolmogorov’s forward equation. Eqn. 2.15 can

be thought of as a coninuous-time analog of Eqn. 2.4. In particular we can

use it to derive the probability distribution of our state space at any point

in the future, provided that the initial (current) state is known.

Further,

dPij
dt

=
∑
k 6=j

TkjλkPik(t)− λjPij(t) (2.16)

=
∑
k 6=j

qkjPik(t) + qjjPij(t) =
∑
k

Pik(t)qkj, (2.17)

and so

dP1j

dt

dP1j

dt

...

dPNj

dt



T

=



∑
k P1k(t)qkj∑
k P2k(t)qkj

...∑
k PNk(t)qkj



T

(2.18)

If we let P(t) = (P (X(t) = 1 | X(0) = X0), P (X(t) = 2 | X(0) =

X0), . . . , P (X(t) = N | X(0) = X0)) to be the distribution of the states at
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time t, given initial state X0, then we can re-write (2.3.1) as

d

dt
P(t) = P(t)×Q,P(0) = 1X=X0 . (2.19)

This is a linear system that is solved by P(t) = P0e
Qt [2], where eQt is the

matrix exponential defined by the Taylor series

eQt =
∞∑
i=0

(Qt)i

i!

Equation 2.19 gives an explicit way of computing the distribution of states

at any time t. Here we described a common scenario when our initial state is

known with certainty, in which case P0 will have 1 in the slot corresponding

to that state and 0’s everywhere else. Of course, this does not have to be the

case, and we can only be given the initial probability distribtion of states.

Then, the only restriction on P0 is that it is a vector with non-negative

entries that all sum to 1.

Consider the hypothetical example from the previous section (Eqn.2.2).

Solving Eqn. 2.19 for our toy example with t = 10 sec and P0 = (1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0)

gives P(10) = (0.4286, 0.1654, 0.2115, 0.0589, 0.0499, 0.0856), i.e. if we evolve

the system for 10 seconds starting from state 1, there is about 42.86% chance

of ending up in state 1, 16.54% chance of ending up in state 2, etc. While

this information can be extremely useful, solving Eqn. 2.19 provides no in-

formation as to how the system will get to the possible final states.
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2.3.2 Simulating continuous-time Markov chains

One way of obtaining path related information of a system’s evolution is

through repeated simulations of that system [19, 18]. Continuous-time Markov

chains are fairly intuitive to understand and they can be simulated quite ef-

ficiently. Recall that in a CTMC the system transitions between a discrete

set of states. Each transition takes a random exponentially distributed time

with the average parameter associated with that state. If we want to sim-

ulate the system from initial state X0 for a total time of tF , then it can be

done through the following effective computer algorithm:

1. Initialize current system’s state X to X0 and current time t to 0

2. Initialize trajectory S to {(0, X0)}

3. While t < tF do:

4. Update t = t+ δt, where δt comes from Exp(λX) probability

distribution

5. Generate next state X according to transition probability

matrix T

6. Add the pair of values (t, X) to the trajectory S

The above pseudocode describes the so-called Gillespie algorithm [19],

named after Dan Gillespie who published it in 1977 as an efficient method
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to simulate chemical and biochemical reactions that are often modelled as

CTMCs.

Line 1 initializes the state and time variables. In line 2 we are initializing

a data structure that contains a set of pairs of time-state values. Each pair

denotes the exact time the chain transitions to a new state, and the state to

which it transitions. By construction each observation happens exactly when

the system transitions from one state to another. Line 3 checks whether the

time tF has been reached in which case no further simulation is required.

Lines 4 through 6 describe the main “Monte Carlo” step of the algorithm.

First we generate δt according to an exponential distribution with parameter

λX , X being system’s current state. One efficient way to do this is through

inverse transform sampling, which in this case would mean taking a negated

natural logarithm of a uniform random variable, scaled by λX (i.e. δt = −ln(u)
λX

,

u ∼ U(0, 1)).

The next step (line 5) is to generate the next state X. For that we

use the transition probability matrix T , more precisely we are using the

vector (Ti,1, Ti,2, . . . , Ti,N), where i is the system’s current state, and N is

the size of our state space. Effectively we are rolling a weighted N -sided

die, whose sides are weighted according to the transition probabilities of our

current state. Practically it can be easily implemented by generating a single

uniform random variable from (0, 1) interval, and then choosing the next state
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according to which region of (0, 1) our random variable happened to fall into.

The last step inside the loop, line 6, updates our current trajectory with the

new state transition.

This process will generate one random trajectory according to the prob-

ability laws of our CTMC. Clearly, a single trajectory can rarely be very

indicative of the system’s behaviour. In order to get a more representative

picture, multiple simulations are required. When the number of simulations

is sufficiently large it may be possible to statistically analyze the resulting

data set of trajectories and assign them probabilities according to their ob-

served frequencies.

Needless to say this approach has a number of drawbacks. First of all, as

we increase our simulation time tF the expected number of state transitions

in a trajectory will increase dramatically. In order for statistics to be mean-

ingful a much larger number of simulations will be required (each of which

would take longer due to increased tF ). Secondly, although empirical trajec-

tory frequencies will approach correct probability values as we increase our

sample (number of simulations), those frequencies are by no means guaran-

teed to be correct, especially if we are forced to take shortcuts due to limited

computational power. Thus, although better than nothing, the simulation

approach is far from perfect when it comes to inferring hidden trajectory

behaviour.
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2.3.3 Discretizing time

There are obvious difficulties in tackling computational problems that are

defined in the continuous time domain. For one thing, continuity makes it

more difficult to subdivide the problem into more trivial ones and then obtain

the “grand solution” (either through dynamic programming paradigm or

otherwise) by combining the simpler solutions. Discrete-time Markov chains

have been studied quite a bit more extensively than their continuous-time

counterparts. In particular there is a well known way to solve the discrete-

time analog of our problem [21, 29]. The reason trajectory inference is easier

in discrete-time Markov chains is because unlike in CTMCs there is no time

dependence in the expression for probability of a trajectory in a fixed number

of time steps (see Section 2.1 for details).

This is a two-step approach [7]. First we define n, the number of subin-

tervals we want to subdivide (0, tF ] into. This also fixes δt = tF
n

, the time

step length. We can then construct a DTMC that is equivalent to our CTMC

for that exact time step δt.1 That is, the solutions of the DTMC Chapman-

Kolmogorov equations should match the solutions of the CTMC Chapman-

1Unfortunately, there is no simple rule as to how this number n should be picked. In

fact, as our HIV example shows (see Section 4.3), chosing n that is too low will result in

missing some short time scale dynamics, whereas chosing n that is too large will result in

missing some longer time scale dynamics. This is one of the main disadvantages of the

discretization approach.
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Kolmogorov equations for our chosen time step δt. The second stage is to

compute a maximum likelihood trajectory of our new DTMC for n time

steps.

Computing the DTMC is reletivelty straightforward.2 Recall that a DTMC

is completely defined by transition matrix P , in which entry pi,j equals the

probabilities of transitioning from state i to state j within 1 time step.

CTMC, on the other hand, is determined by the transition matrix T and

dwell parameters λ1, . . . , λN . T is the matrix of “next state” probabilities,

and λ’s are the exponential wait time parameters for each state. In order for

our DTMC probabilities to match the CTMC probabilities (for time δt), we

first compute the “self-loop” probabilities for each state (i.e. the probabilities

of not leaving the state within time δt). For any state X, this is just given

by

px,x = P (X at time δt | X at time 0) = e−λX×δt (2.20)

Then all the other DTMC transition probabilities will be distributed pro-

portionally to their transition rates in CTMC, i.e.

2The method for computing self-loop probabilities that is described here assumes that

the time step δt is small enough for the system to make at most one transition with non-

negligible probability. This is usually the case, since coarse discretization will inevitably

lead to significant loss in accuracy. However, if δt is large, then the self-loop probabilities

should be computing using Chapman-Kolmogorov equations.
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px,y = P (Y at time δt | X at time 0) = [1− e−λX×δt]× TX,Y (2.21)

After we obtain the DTMC transition probability matrix P as described

above, the next step is to compute the maximum likelihood trajectory using

the standard dynamic programming technique:

1. Create a table F indexed by states i and times t with 2 fields: Prob

and Prev

2. Initialize t = 0, F (X0, t).P rob = 1 F (i, t).P rob = 0 ∀i 6= X0

3. For t = δt, 2δt, 3δt, . . . , tF do:

4. For all states i do:

5. F (i, t).P rob = maxjF (j, t− δt)× pj,i

6. F (i, t).P rev = arg maxj F (j, t− δt)× pj,i

Here F is a 2-dimensional data structure with two fields. One field,

Prob contains the probability values, and the other filed Prev contains the

trajectories. The structure is indexed by states i and (integer) time steps

t. F (i, t).P rob contains the probability of the most likely trajectory ending

with state i at time t and F (i, t).P rev contains the last transition in the most

likely trajectory (without the last state i).
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Figure 2.2: Most probable trajectories of the discrete-time version for our

toy example. Typical behaviour of such solutions is to dwell in one state for

most of the simulation period and only spend a single time step in all other

states of the trajectory. Clearly this is not very representative of real world

systems.
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Although the technique is obviously attractive, this inference method is

not only imprecise,3 but can often produce misleading results (see Section

4.3). Thus, this alternative approach is not suitable as a replacement for, or

even approximation to, the exact solution of our trajectory inference prob-

lem. To demonstrate, Fig. 2.2 shows the most probable trajectories of the

discretized version of our toy example (tF = 10 sec, δt = 1 sec). The time

step of δt = 1 sec was chosen in order for the graphics to be clear. Decreasing

the time step does not change the results in any way. The system still spends

almost all of the time in a single state and only 1 time step in each of the

other “required” states.

2.3.4 Maximum likelihood estimation of trajectories

The final inference trajectory approach we will discuss here is a polynomial

time algorithm due to T. J. Perkins [27] that estimates the maximum like-

lihood trajectory for a given CTMC when the initial state is given. Unlike

the approach in the previous section, the following solution does not simplify

the problem by discretizing the time. Any CTMC trajectory U can be de-

scribed by the sequence of its states and dwell times (see Section 2.2), i.e.

3The method is imprecise in the sense that a DTMC only approximate the underlying

CTMC. Given the DTMC, the most-probable path computation due to the described

method is exact.
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U = (X0, t0, X1, t1, . . . , Xk−1, tk−1, Xk). Further, denote Ut to be a random

variable whose values are trajectories U. Then the likelihood of a sequence

U that starts at X0 and ends at time t is given by:

l(Ut = U | X0) = (
k−1∏
i=0

λXi
e−λXi

tiTXi,Xi+1
)(e−λXk

(t−
∑

i ti) (2.22)

×1{X(0)=X0 AND
∑k−1

i=0 ti<t}.

Then finding the most likely trajectory is equivalent to finding:

arg max
U

l(Ut = U | X0 = X) (2.23)

To compute (2.23), we proceed in two steps. First, assuming that we

know what the state sequence of the most likely trajectory is, we derive

the expression for the maximum likelihood waiting times, ti. Then we use

dynamic programming to actually find such a state sequence. The two steps

are given in order of derivation of the solution, not in order in the algorithmic

sense.

To find the likelihood of the optimal trajectory (in the maximum likeli-

hood sense) when the exact path (i.e. state sequence) is given, we need to

optimize Eqn. 2.22 for the dwell times ti’s. The solution turns out to be of

the form (
∏k−1

i=0 λXi
TXi,Xi+1

)e−(minki=0 λXi
)t, where k is the number of states in

the state sequence (see [27] for details).

For the second step, the author defines the quantity Fk(X,λ) to be the

maximum achievable l(Ut = U | X0), where U has k state transitions, ends
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with state X and has the smallest dwell parameter λ. For the trivial sequence

(X0), the quantity F0(X0, λX0) = e−tλX0 . For longer sequences we proceed

recursively:

Fk+1(X,λ) = max
X′ 6=X,λ′∈G(X,λ)

Fk(X
′, λ′)λX′TX′,Xe

−t(λ−λ′), (2.24)

where G(X,λ) = {λ}, if λ < λX , {λX′ : λX′ ≥ λ}, if λ = λX , and {∅}

otherwise.

Thus, to compute (2.23) we apply dynamic programming to Eqn. 2.24,

very similarly to how it was done in Section 2.3.3. Note that if we also

know the final state of the system, Xfinal (i.e. if we have a boundary value

problem), the problem of finding the maximum likelihood trajectory is the

same except for we only restrict our attention to the sequences that end with

Xfinal.

While the method is attractive, it turns out [27] that the algorithm pro-

duces substantially the same solution as the time discretization approach

with sufficiently small time step. The clear advantage of this approach, how-

ever, is that one does not need to decide which time step to use, thus trying

to compromise between the risk of collapsing a set of transitions into a single

“pseudo-transition” (when the time step is too long compared to the system’s

fastest time scale) and the risk of running into computational difficulties due

to increasing running time complexity.
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2.3.5 Summary

A continuous-time Markov chain is a mathematical model for a very general

class of random systems. Therefore, being able to predict how the system will

evolve (or how the system has evolved) is an important problem. This section

gave an overview of the tools currently being used for that problem. Unfor-

tunately non of the available techniques correctly solve the problem of deter-

mining the most probable state sequences. The continuous-time Chapman-

Kolmogorov Equation (in particular, the Kolmogorov forward equation) can

be used to exactly calculate the probability distribution of states at any point

in the future, given initial conditions. This provides a rather straightforward

way of ranking most likely states at any point in the future. What Chapman-

Kolmogorov equation does not provide us with is any information regarding

either the system’s trajectory or its path (state sequence).

The other three approaches deal with the trajectories. The simulation

method is attractive because it is quite easy to implement, it is straightfor-

ward, and it provides statistically correct trajectories. However, trajectories

are not paths. In continuous time one path includes uncountably many tra-

jectories. If our time frame is large compared to the system’s time scale, the

number of simulations required for a meaningful statistical analysis can be

prohibitively large. The other two approaches (time discretization and maxi-

mum likelihood trajectory) use dynamic programming to find the most likely
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trajectory. Again, a trajectory is not a path and we may only care about

the exact order of transitions; “when” may be irrelevant. Both approaches

produce similar results that may be unrepresentative of the system’s actual

behaviour. In general, a CTMC’s most likely trajectory for a given path

will dwell in its highest dwell time state for the entire time, and only “pass”

through the other states instantaneously [27]. As we will demonstrate in our

HIV example (see Section 4.3), time disecretization will inevitably simplify

system’s dynamics leading to inaccurate solutions.

In practice it can be important to know the path. For instance, we

can imagine a setting, in which the system can arrive to the same state

through different paths, with different implications for the system’s environ-

ment. Later we demonstrate two such examples. In the first example we have

a system in which states are different strains of a virus that infects a host

organism. Needless to say, different strains can have very different effects on

the host organism, so that which states the system will most likely to visit,

and in which order, can be just as important as knowing the final state. If

a physician were to prescribe a certain regimen to a patient for some time

period, it may be important to be able to predict which “states” the patient

will be going through, not just the state at the end of that time period.

The other example we provide to demonstrate the importance of path-

wise information is from the reliability domain. If our system is a fault-
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tolerant machine, that can be in different states, then knowing the path

that the system goes through may be important for diagnosing faults. If we

known that the system is not functional, and we know its initial state (say,

all components working fine), we may want to know the most likely sequence

of malfunctions that had taken place before the system broke down.

The algorithm presented in the following chapter finds the most probable

path of a continuous-time Markov chain given the initial state and the final

time. To the best of our knowledge, no previous algorithm solves the prob-

lem as we formulate it. It should be an important addition to the toolkit

of methods for analyzing CTMCs that are available to modellers and re-

searchers. Optionally, if we have it, the information about the final state

and/or the exact time of the final transition can be used to better estimate

the most likely path. The algorithm is also easily generalizable to find the

top k most likely sequences, where k is an arbitrary positive integer. We will

demonstrate the utility of our approach through two different applications:

ranking viral mutational pathways, and predicting the most probable failure

sequences in complex fault-tolerant systems.
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Chapter 3

Predicting the most probable

paths

This chapter presents the solution to our main problem of computing the

most probable sequence of states in a continuous-time Markov chain. First

we formally define our problem. Then we present some results about the

nature of the temporal probability functions of CTMC state sequences. This

is necessary to understanding the algorithm, which is explained in the three

section that follow. Finally, we conclude the chapter by demonstrating the

algorithm with the help of our hypothetical “toy” example.
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3.1 Problem definition

The problem that we solve here is how to compute the most probable se-

quence of states that a continuous-time Markov chain visits. In order for the

problem to be well-defined, we need a minimum of two pieces of information:

the initial state X0 and the final time tF . The initial state X0 defines the

state the system had started from, at time t = 0. The final time tF is the

total time that we let our system evolve. Optionally, we may have the infor-

mation as to the system’s final state XF , i.e. the state our system ends up

in at tF .

More formally, a state sequence can be written as S=(X0, . . ., XN).

Let Pt(S) be the probability of such sequence. It depends on all of the

transitions (i.e. X0, X1, . . . , XN−1, to XN) and no others having occurred

within time t. Letting τ0, τ1, . . . , τk be amounts of time the system spends in

the corresponding states – the dwell times – then we have

Pt(S) =

(
k−1∏
i=0

TXiXi+1

)
P

(
k−1∑
i=0

τi ≤ t and
k∑
i=0

τi > t

)
(3.1)

The formula intuitively makes sense. The product of transitions is time

independent by the memorylessness of Markov chains. The second, time-

dependent part just says that all the specified transitions and no others must

occur within time t. The first part is affected by the transition probabili-

ties TXi,Xj
, while the second part implicitly incorporates λ’s the dwell time
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parameters.

The problem we address in this work is: given some time tF > 0, find:

S∗ = arg max
S

{(
k−1∏
i=0

TXiXi+1

)
P

(
k−1∑
i=0

τi ≤ tF and
k∑
i=0

τi > tF

)}
(3.2)

The solution does not have to be unique, and as will be shown shortly,

our approach will find all solutions satisfying (3.2). A more general problem

is to find the top k most probable state sequences for arbitrary number k.

Our solution is in fact easily generalizable and the approach that we propose

can be used to solve this more general problem as well.

3.2 Preliminaries

The problem we are trying to solve is to find the most probable sequence of

states that a continuous-time Markov chain goes through, given the initial

state and final time. That is equivalent to solving (3.2). Our exact solution

is a functional dynamic program that recursively computes state sequence

extensions from already computed ones. To derive this dynamic program,

we first define the temporal likelihood function Lt(S) of a sequence S. Given

a state sequence S, Lt(S) can be defined as the likelihood of the sequence

S occurring, with the arrival to its last state at precisely time t. When the

state sequence only contains one element, we can define this as Lt(S) = δt=0,

where δ is the Dirac delta function. Now, let S = (X0, . . . , Xk) for k ≥ 0
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be any state sequence, and consider a one-step extension of that sequence

S ′ = (X0, . . . , Xk, Xk+1). For the chain to arrive at the last state of S ′ at

precisely time t, it must first arrive at the last state of S at some time τ < t,

stay in state Xk for time t− τ , and then transition to state Xk+1 and so

Lt(S
′) =

∫ t

τ=0

Lτ (S)λXk
e−λXk

(t−τ)TXkXk+1
dτ (3.3)

The probability of the sequence S can also be related to the likelihood. For

the chain to have transited S by time t, but no additional states, it must

have arrived to the final state in S by some time τ < t and then remained

there for at least time t− τ . Thus,

Pt(S) =

∫ t

τ=0

Lτ (S)e−λXk
(t−τ)dτ (3.4)

combining these two equations, we observe Lt(S
′) = λXk

TXkXk+1
Pt(S). Using

this and applying Eqn. 3.4 to S ′, we obtain a recursive integral equation for

state sequence probabilities.

Pt(S
′) = λXk

TXkXk+1

∫ t

τ=0

Pt(S)e−λXk+1
(t−τ)dτ (3.5)

The integral equation 3.5, together with

Pt(X0) = e−λX0
t (3.6)

allows us to compute Pt(S) for any legal trajectory S. Details on how this is

done are discussed in Section 3.4.
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To see what these probability functions look like let’s go back to our toy

example (see Section 2.2). Figure 3.1 shows a few state sequences. Until

about 8 seconds the trivial trajectory (1) is the most likely path out of the

five paths shown. Then, up until about second 19, the sequence (1, 3, 1) is

the most likely one out of them, and so on.

Besides being able to compute the probability functions for different state

sequences, we also need to be able to compare these sequences. Unfortunately

it is not enough to only compare the final time probability value PtF (S).

Since our algorithm builds up on previous solutions, it is possible to have

suboptimal sequences that can be extended to optimal ones and hence should

not be viewed as unimportant. We introduce the notion of dominance to

compare different trajectories. If S1 and S2 are two different state sequences

beginning at X0 and ending at the same state, we say that S1 dominates S2 on

the interval (0, T ] if Pt(S1) > Pt(S2) for all t ∈ (0, T ]. If S is not dominated

by any other sequence then we call it non-dominated. In our toy example

(Fig. 3.1), the state sequence (1, 3, 4, 5, 6) dominates (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6) on the

interval (0, 10 sec], since the graph of the probability function for the first

sequence is strictly above that for the second sequence. On the other hand,

even though the final probability (at t = 60 sec) of state sequence (1, 3, 1) is

greater than the final probability of (1), (1, 3, 1) does not dominate (1) on

the entire interval (the probabilities of (1) are higher than the probabilities
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Figure 3.1: The temporal probability functions for a few selected state se-

quences for our toy example. The y-scale is logarithmic, so linearities on the

graph corresponds to exponential decays. The trivial state sequence (1) just

decays for the entire simulation period. All other sequences have unimodal

probability functions that peak and then decay exponentially. It is also pos-

sible for a sequence to monotonically increase, asymptotically converging to

a finite value. This happens exactly when the final state has average dwell

time ∞ (λXfinal
= 0). See Section 4.3 for an example.
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of (1, 3, 1) up until t = 7.66 sec). Obviously, the solution to Eqn. 3.2 must

only contain non-dominated sequences.

As something of an aside, there are only three different types of qual-

itative behaviours for such functions. The first one is the “no transition”

behaviour, where the sequence consists of only its initial state. In this case

the probability function is given by Eqn. 3.6 and the probability of the se-

quence just decays exponentially. Another non-standard case is when the

final state happens to be absorbing. Here, because the dwell parameter λ

is 0, the probability function asymptotically approaches a finite value. This

can be easily shown to be true since if we take λk+1 = 0 in Eqn. 3.5, then:

Pt(S
′) = λXk

TXkXk+1

∫ t

τ=0

Pt(S)e−λXk+1
(t−τ)dτ

= λXk
TXkXk+1

∫ t

τ=0

Pt(S)e0×(t−τ)dτ

= λXk
TXkXk+1

∫ t

τ=0

Pt(S)dτ (3.7)

Since the probability function Pt(S) has to be non-negative, its integral must

be non-decreasing. A constant multiple of a non-decreasing function is clearly

non-decreasing and since any probability function is bounded above (by 1) it

is obvious that expression (3.7) must be a monotonically increasing function

that asymptotically converges to a finite value.

In a more common case when the final state is not a sink, λk+1 of Eqn.

3.5 is not 0. Then the qualitative behaviour of Pt(S
′) is that it is always
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decaying towards the value of Pt(S). As long as Pt(S) is increasing, Pt(S
′) will

also increase, “chasing” Pt(S) from below. Xk is non-absorbing since Tk,k+1

must be non-zero and so Pt(S) must eventually start declining asymptotically

approaching zero. It would have to cross Pt(S
′) which will be rising up to

that point. Following the crossing Pt(S) will have to start declining as well

also approaching zero asymptotically.

Now we are ready to introduce the algorithm.

3.3 The algorithm

The idea behind the algorithm is to use dynamic programming to enumerate

all non-dominated sequences, and then check each one and report the ones

with the highest probability value at tF .

1. Initialize a list A to contain the sequence S0 = (X0).

2. Initialize a list B to be empty.

3. As long as list A is not empty

4. Remove the first state sequence S from A.

5. Compute Pt(S) for t ∈ [0, tF ].

6. If S is not dominated by any sequence on list B
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7. Add S to list B.

8. Remove from B any sequences dominated by S.

9. Add all single-step extensions of S to list A.

10. Sort through list B to find arg maxS(PtF (S)).

The program starts by computing Pt(X0). Then it produces all pos-

sible single state extensions of (X0) and enqueue them. Up until the queue

becomes empty we test the sequences that it contains for dominance, remove

the ones that are dominated and extend the ones that are not, enqueueing

them for future processing.

Provided that we are dealing with a finite state space, the above algorithm

converges because the program must eventually terminate, since there are

only finitely many non-dominated sequences, and hence the process must

eventually exhaust itself and halt. This can be established by contradiction,

i.e. suppose the assertion is not true and there are in fact infinitely many

non-dominated sequences. Let’s enumerate them S1, S2, etc. and let N1,

N2, etc. be their lengths. Since we are assuming that there are infinitely

many such sequences, limk→∞Nk must diverge to∞. The probability of any
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sequence Sk has to be bounded above1 by (1 − eλmaxt)Nk , where λmax is the

largest dwell time parameter of our CTMC. Since this quantity converges

to zero pointwise as k increases, it will be strictly less than Pt(X0) for all

t ∈ [0, tF ] – contradicting the assumption that Sk is not dominated. Thus it

must be the case that there are only finitely many non-dominated sequences.

3.4 Details of implementation

Although a closed form expression the integral equation (3.5) can be found,

evaluating it can be computationally expensive and numerically unstable (for

many realistic CTMCs computing some of the coefficients in this expression

often requires dividing small numbers by very large numbers) [35]. In prac-

tice Pt(S) can be computed much more efficiently numerically.2 In order to

do this we need to turn integral equation (3.5) into a differential equation.

This approach is not only more efficient, it also allows to make testing for

1The reason for this upper bound is the following. If τi is the time the system spends

in state i then obviously for any state sequence S, P (S) <
∏N−1
i=0 P (τi < t). Further,

P (τi < t) = 1−eλit ≤ 1−eλmaxt. So, if Nk is the length of S, then Pt(S) ≤ (1−eλmaxt)Nk ,

where λmax = maxi λi.
2Even though we introduce numerical integration in our implementation, we claim that

the solution is still exact. The equations being integrated are linear and in no way stiff, so

given appropriate choice of parameters, such as tolerance and integration time step, the

produced ranking of state sequences should be correct.
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dominance trivial. The time dependent probability functions of all trajec-

tories will thus be represented by vectors of those probability values that

correspond to a grid of predetermined time points. If we by design make the

grids match for every trajectory then computing dominance relationship will

only involve comparisons of probability values at corresponding grid points.

There are a few ways to convert Eqn. 3.5 into a differential equation.

Probably the most straightforward approach is by using the Laplace trans-

form. Applying it to both sides yields:

L{Pt(S ′)} = λXk
TXk,Xk+1

L
{∫ t

τ=0

Pt(S)e−λStatek+1
(t−τ)dτ

}
=

λXk
TXk,Xk+1

s+ λXk+1

× L{Pt(S)}

Rearranging the terms, we get:

(s+ λXk+1
)L{Pt(S ′)} = λXk

TXk,k+1
L{Pt(S)}

sL{Pt(S ′)} = −λXk+1
L{Pt(S ′)}

+λXk
TXk,Xk+1

L{Pt(S)} (3.8)

Now, taking the inverse Laplace transform of (3.8), we get:

L−1{sL{Pt(S ′)}} = −λXk+1
L−1{L{Pt(S ′)}}

+λXk
TXk,Xk+1

L−1{L{Pt(S)}}
dPt(S

′)

dt
= −λXk+1

Pt(S
′) + λXk

TXk,Xk+1
Pt(S) (3.9)
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Equation 3.9 is the linear differential equation that we use to recur-

sively evaluate Pt(S) for non-trivial trajectories. For a single state sequence

S = (X0), the probability function is defined by (3.6), and it can be eas-

ily computed directly. For longer sequences, however, computing Pt(S) is

generally impractical and numerically computing (3.9) is a much better op-

tion [35]. Because S ′ is a single state extension of S, in order to compute the

probability function of any sequence of length > 1 the probability functions

of all of its ancestor sequences must be computed as well.

In our MATLAB implementation we use the built-in ode45 function

(Runge-Kutta 4-5 formula [41]) for numerically integrating (3.9). The eval-

uated function is then stored as a vector of probability values that later can

be easily compared to the values of a vector for another function in order

to test for dominance. S1 is dominated by S2 if all non-zero time values of

the S2 vector are greater than the corresponding values of S1 vector. Recall

that dominance of sequences (defined for sequences that start at the same

state and end at the same state) is a relationship used to sort through se-

quences. Being non-dominated is a necessary condition of any solution that

satisfies (3.2).
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3.5 Remarks

The above algorithm efficiently computes the exact solution to our problem,

as formalized by Eqn. 3.2. In fact it can be easily extended to answer the

more general question of finding top k most likely trajectories. All that needs

be changed in the algorithm is step 6 and step 10. In step 6, we need to retain

S even if it is dominated, unless it is dominated by at least k other sequences,

i.e. the maximum number of sequences that can dominate S now is k − 1

(k = 1 is then just a special case). Accordingly, in step 10, we would need

to report the top k sequences, not just 1. Computing several most likely

state sequences will be demonstrated in the following section with our toy

example.

Another point that should be made is that sometimes we know exactly

when the last transition occurred, i.e. our tF is not just some arbitrary time

point in the future, but is in fact the point where the last state of S tran-

sitions into something else. Can we take that information into account to

better estimate the most likely state sequence? Yes, we can. In this case in-

stead of looking at the probability that our trajectory contains a certain state

sequence, we should be looking at the likelihood that our trajectory contains

that state sequence and that its last transition occur at exactly time tF . In

order to do that, besides the Pt(S) values the algorithm should also store the

values of Lt(S), the likelihood function. We can obtain the value of Lt(S) by
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noting that the temporal probability function of the state sequence can be

written in terms of the time that the last state is entered and the probability

of not leaving the last state as follows.

Pt(S) =

∫ t

τ=0

Lτ (S)e−λXk
(t−τ)dτ (3.10)

So if S ′ = (X0, X1, . . . , Xk, Xk+1) is a one-transition extension of S, then the

likelihood of the longer state sequence, S ′, can also be written in terms of

the likelihood of S.

Lt(S
′) =

∫ t

τ=0

Lτ (S)TXkXk+1
λXk

e−λXk
(t−τ)dτ (3.11)

The justification is that the system transitions to state Xk at time τ , which

is a random variable, then dwells there for time t− τ before transitioning to

state Xk+1. Combining these previous two equations, we observe that

Lt(S
′) = λXk

TXkXk+1
Pt(S) . (3.12)

So in order to compute the likelihood of a sequence S ′, we need to mul-

tiply the probability Pt(S) of its parent sequence S by constant constant

λXk
TXkXk+1

, where λXk
is the dwell time parameter of the last state of S and

TXkXk+1
is the transition probability from that state to the end state of S ′.

Finally, it should be noted that an exact analytical solution to 3.1 can be

obtained if desired. This is however computationally more difficult and less

efficient than the numerical integration approach described here [35]. From

Eqn. 3.8 it follows that:
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L{Pt(S ′)} =
λXk

TXk,k+1

(s+ λXk+1
)
L{Pt(S)}.

Also, Pt(S = (X0)) = e−λX0
t, so that L{Pt(S = (X0))} = 1

(s+λX0
)
. We can

denote Sk = (X0, X1, . . . , Xk). Then,

Pt(S1) = L−1{ λX0TX0,1

(s+ λX1)
× 1

(s+ λX0)
}.

Similarly,

Pt(S2) = L−1{ λX1TX1,2

(s+ λX2)
× λX0TX0,1

(s+ λX1)
× 1

s+ λX0

}.

Proceeding by induction, we get the general result for an arbitrary length

state sequence:

Pt(Sn) = L−1{ 1

s+ λX0

× λX0TX0,1

(s+ λX1)
× . . .× λXnTXn−1,n

(s+ λXn)
}

=
n−1∏
i=0

λXi
TXi,Xi+1 × L−1

{
N∏
j=1

1

(s+ λi+1)mj

}
, (3.13)

where N is the total number of states in the system, and each mj equals

the multiplicity of state j in Sn (i.e. how many times Sn visits state j).

Being a rational fraction, the above inverse Laplace transform can be solved

symbolically to obtain the analytical solution [3, 47]. The general solution

will always be of the form:

Pt(Sn) =
n∑
i=0

mi−1∑
j=0

cijt
je−λXi

t, (3.14)
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where cij are constants that only depend on CTMC parameters T and λ. Un-

fortunately, as was mentioned earlier, for many realistic CTMC parameters,

the coefficients cij are difficult to compute. Evaluating the inverse Laplace

transforms often requires dividing small numbers, that have the order of

magnitude of the dwell parameters, by much larger numbers, whose orders

of magnitude are often those of the factorials of the numbers of transitions

in state sequences. Divisions like that tend to produce poor precision re-

sults due to the issues with floating point arithmetics. Hence, evaluating the

closed form expression (3.14) is only feasible for relatively short sequences.

3.6 Example

To demonstrate, we can use our toy example (originally introduced in Section

2.2). Fig. 3.2 plots the top 7 most likely state sequences, as determined by

the algorithm. The top figure shows the top 7 most likely paths for 10 second

simulation period, and the bottom figure shows the top 7 most likely paths

for 1 minute simulation period. For the 10 second period we can clearly see

that up until about 7.66 seconds (1) dominates all other sequences. Then

(1, 3, 1) takes over and remains the highest probability sequence up until

tfinal = 10 sec. Neither (1), nor (1, 3, 1), however make it to the top 7 list

for 1 minute simulation. Instead the list contains much longer sequences,
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Figure 3.2: Top 7 most probable state sequences for tfinal = 10 sec (top

figure) and tfinal = 60 sec (bottom figure). None of the paths from the top

7 most likely paths for 10 seconds feature in the top 7 most likely paths for

60 seconds and vice versa.

none of which appear in our top plot. Notice how different this is from

the completely unrealistic scenarios produced by the standard discretization

approach (Fig. 2.2).
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Chapter 4

Application 1: HIV drug

resistance

The first real application of our algorithm that we present is inferring the

mutational pathways of HIV virus in patients that are undergoing antiviral

treatment. First, we give some background information and the context for

our problem. Next, we explain how our HIV model is estimated. Then

we analyze the model using our algorithm and the more standard time-

discretization approach. It should become very clear to the reader why our

approach is superior. Finally, we conclude the chapter with some remarks

about a previous study that used the same data set to investigate the high

probability mutational pathways. However, just like the time discretization

approach, their methods do not provide the exact solution to the problem.
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The goal of this chapter is to demonstrate how state sequence analysis can be

used in phylogenetics, and to show that the correct solutions produced by the

algorithm may be different from approximate solutions of the discretization

approach.

4.1 Background

Although antiviral therapies have become tremendously more successful than

they had been in the past, some of the most serious infectious deceases caused

by viruses, such as HIV-1, are still far from being eradicated. One of the

main challenges in treating HIV patients is the patients’ acquisition of drug

resistance [10, 16].

The reason HIV virus is so powerful is its rapid reproduction rate and

its unusually high mutation rate [11]. The half-life of an infected cell is

remarkably short. This has driven the HIV virus to evolve towards higher

than usual reproduction rates which in turn will ensure that there is always an

enormous population of virus particles in the host body. Although blood of

an infected patient will normally only contain about 2% of the total viral load,

the high viral load patients can contain over 10,000 virus particles/mL. This

means that a patient with 5 liters of blood will have over 50 million particles in

his or her blood and 2.5 billion particles in their entire body (including lymph
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nodes, spleen, brain, etc.). The average number for a patient is estimated to

be between 107 and 108 copies [11, 16].

The process of HIV reverse transcription (transcribing DNA from RNA

templates) is notoriously error-prone, hence the much higher than usual mu-

tation rate, with an average of one mutation per each genome transcribed.

This means that at any time patient’s cells will contain an enormous number

of quasispecies. By simple Darwinian logic, then, sooner or later some qua-

sispecies will start exhibiting selective advantage over others (that the drugs

are targeting) and consequently will start taking over in terms of population

numbers.

The detailed mechanisms of drug resistance can be very technical and

the reader is referred to some excellent review articles [10, 11, 16]. For

the purpose of our work, the only important aspect to note is that there

are certain sites on viral amino-chains that can cause the virus to behave

quite differently in terms of drug resistance if substituted to non-wild type

amino acids. That is, if we, for example, imagine HIV’s RT enzyme (an

important protein that our example drug will be targeting) as a sequence of

200-something amino-acids, then certain substitutions in certain parts of the

sequence would yield higher (or lower) resistance to certain drugs.
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4.2 Estimating the model

For our HIV example we used a dataset deposited in Genbank [6], a publicly

available collection of DNA sequences, under accession numbers AY000001 to

AY003708. The sequences contain 984bp from the HIV-1 pol gene that were

obtained from patients in phase II clinical studies (DMP 266-003, DMP 266-

004 and DMP 266-005) of Efavirenz combination therapy [4]. The studies

preferentially selected patients failing Efavirenz combination therapy, thus,

the model is best thought of as representing mutation dynamics among pa-

tients likely to eventually acquire resistance.

More about the dataset can be found in [4]. As Efavirenz is a reverse-

transcriptase (RT) inhibitor, we only focused on the RT sections of the se-

quences.

To have a reasonably sized model we only included important mutations.

To guide us in this process we used the HIV Drug Resistance database and

the descriptive paper that accompanied the dataset [4]. The final model con-

tains the following mutations: L100I, K101Q/E, K103N, V106M, Y188L/H,

G190S/E/A, and P225H. The notation VWXYZ for a mutation indicates

that at site WXY the “wild type” amino acid (i.e. the standard one, usually

the one most commonly observed) V has been replace with amino acid Z.

Including the wild type, we have 4×32×24 = 576 possible mutational states.

However, most of them did not occur in our data and hence did not make it
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to the final model.

To estimate a continuous-time Markov chain model from the data, we

first restricted attention to the 122 patients who had measurements at more

than one time point. At some time points, multiple distinct HIV genotypes

are present in a patient; we take the most common variant as representative

of the state of the patient’s HIV at that time. The states of our CTMC are

combinations of the selected mutations that occurred in the 122 patients. 22

such states were identified, however 3 of them were not observed to lead to

or from any other states, and they were excluded from the model. The final

model contains 19 states: wild type; G190S; G190E; G190A; Y188L; Y188L

+G190E; K103N; K103N +P225H; K103N +G190A; K103N +Y188H; 103N

+V108I; K103N +V106M; K101E; K101E +G190S; K101Q; K101Q +G190S;

K101Q +K103N; L100I +K103N; L100I +K103N +P225H. Thus the model

can be represented by a 19×19 transition rate matrix.

Following previous analysis of the same data set [9], we estimated the

transitions rate of our continuous-time Markov chain (CTMC) using a method

due to Albert [1]. The idea behind this approach is that if q(i, j) is the in-

stantaneous transition rate from state i to state j, then it can be estimated

as N(i,j)
A(i)

, where N(i, j) is the number of observed transitions from i into j,

and A(i) is the total time spent in state i.

More precisely, suppose that at time t1 state X1 is observed in patient X,
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and at time t2, state X2 is observed. We make the simplifying assumption

that the transition from X1 to X2 was a direct transition, and that the

transition occurred at time t2 (hence, that pair of observations attributes

t2 − t1 waiting time to state X1). Once we obtain the Q-matrix, it is trivial

to obtain parameters T and λ’s (see Eqn. 2.9) required for our algorithm.

The state space (Fig. 4.1) in our model is composed of 19 combinations of

mutations including the wild type. Models like these depend on the dataset

used to build them. If a certain state transition was not present in the

dataset, the corresponding state transition probability in the model will be 0.

Similarly, if a certain state was not observed to mutate into a different state,

it would be considered a sink (or absorbing state), i.e. a state whose average

dwell time is ∞. Note that we used one many possible methods to estimate

CTMC rates [1], and it is possible to use other methods instead, possibly

accounting for prior distribution of the rates. Different estimation methods

may yield different models, however we did not investigate this since it falls

outside the scope of this research. In our system the sinks are G190E, Y188L,

K103N +Y188H, K103N +V106M, K101E +G190S, K101Q +G190S, L100I

+K103N +P225H. The probabilities of each of these states approach some

finite values as t→∞. All other states have non-zero transition probability

rates to some other states.
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4.3 Analysis

Our new approach to analyzing CTMCs allows us to reconstruct mutational

pathways of HIV drug resistance to Efavirenz. Our CTMC is represented

by combinations of selected mutations of the virus. Thus when we talk

about the system transitioning from one state to another we are talking

about the virus evolving from one quasispecies to another by either dropping

or acquiring certain mutations. It is important to understand that we are

at the dynamics within patient, as opposed to some general viral mutation

patterns we might be interested in an epidemiological context. The problem

we are trying to solve is: given that the patient acquired wild type HIV-1

strain at time 0, and has been undergoing Efavirenz combination therapy for

time tF , what are the most likely mutational pathways that the virus has

taken assuming no additional infection incidents before tfinal?

Our algorithm can naturally address the problem of reconstructing mu-

tational pathway of HIV virus. The equivalent CTMC formulation of our

problem would be: given that the system starts in state “wild type” and

evolves for time tfinal, what are the most likely sequences of state transi-

tions? It turns out that the answer to this question is very time-dependent.

It can be inferred from the graphs (Fig. 4.2), that for the first 6 months or

so it is most likely that the patient will not acquire any additional significant

mutations. However, after approximately 6 months it becomes more probable
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Figure 4.1: State transition diagram of our Efavirenz resistance HIV model.

It is estimated based on time-series HIV genotype observations [4]. It is

customary to visualize CTMCs as such state diagrams. States are labelled

with mutations they include: L100I, K101Q/E, K103N, V106M, Y188L/H,

G190S/E/A, and/or P225H, where the notation VWXYZ indicates that the

wild-type amino acid V at position WXY in the reverse transcriptase gene is

replaced by amino acid Z. Each state has its corresponding dwell parameter

λ and each possible transition is represented by an arrow with a percentage

value that corresponds to the transition probability. The outgoing transition

probabilities for each state should sum to 100% (probability 1). The dwell

times, λ’s have units days−1. States with λ = 0 are sinks. Once the system

visits a sink state it cannot get out since the dwell time in a sink state is ∞.

Not all states in our model are accessible from the wild type state.
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that the patient’s HIV will have acquired mutation K103N. In an array of

studies K103N has been shown to be the single most common mutation in

patients failing Efavirenz-containing treatment regimen ([4, 17, 39, 32]). It

occurs in over 50% of patients failing Efavirenz combination therapy and

is associated with about 25-fold reduction of Efavirenz susceptibility. Just

short of two years, the most probable path in our model adds the mutation

P225H, an “accessory” mutation that is known to occur almost exclusively in

combination with K103N and is known to decrease Efavirenz susceptibility

by more than 100-fold.

From four years on an alternative trajectory is more probable - the K103N

mutation followed by acquisition of additional mutation V108I. V108I is an-

other known “accessory” mutation associated with K103N. Both accessory

mutations can subsequently be lost and regained, although in our model such

paths are never more probable than some of the simpler mutation sequences.

From approximately 5.5 years on, the most probable state sequence is wild

type followed by the acquisition of Y188L. Y188L is considered to be a ma-

jor Efavirenz-resistance mutation [32]. None of the patients in the dataset

that was used appeared to lose it. Therefore the estimated CTMC model

classified Y188L as a sink state in our system.

A little caveat here is in order. Like with any other maximum likelihood

approach one must consider carefully how representative the maximum prob-
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Figure 4.2: Probabilities of selected mutation sequences, starting from wild

type (WT), as a function of time during the first 10 years of therapy. These

include all of the most likely mutation sequences in the 10-year period. The

black curve {WT → Y188L} is an example of a state sequence that ends

with an absorbing state. Its probability approaches a finite value. All other

probability functions in the list peak and then exponentially decay. The most

probable sequence of mutations changes 5 times in a 10-year interval.
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ability trajectory is. While for very short times the most probable {WT} tra-

jectory has rather high probability values, the longer we run the simulation

generally the smaller the value of the probability of most likely trajectory

gets. In our example, the most likely sequnce at tF = 10 years ({WT to

Y188L}) has probability of less than 4.5%. In order to have a better picture,

we need to look at the distribution of a larger portion of the total proba-

bility mass, by looking at top k, as opposed to just one top most probable

state sequences. For example, in our HIV model the top 10 most probable

sequences for tF = 10 years have the total probability of 26.2%. For any

particular application it should be determined how large the k needs to be.

It is interesting to compare our approach to the more standard time dis-

cretization approach (see Section 2.3.3) for estimating the most probable

paths. Table 4.1 shows 3 different lists. The first list consists of correct

most probable paths to all accessible states as estimated by our algorithm.

The time frame chosen is ten years. The other two lists are the most prob-

able discretized trajectories trajectories. One immediate observation is that

the output of the discretization algorithm is quite sensitive to the time step

chosen. While the system is likely to oscillate between states 7 and 8 (the

enumeration is explained in the caption) for a 1 year time step, this oscilla-

tion disappears for discretization done with 1 day time step. This example

demonstrates the main weakness of time discretization - if our system’s dy-
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namics evolve according to varying time frames, no single choice of a time

step can capture the entire picture. While the 1 year discretization provides

reasonable qualitative predictions of the correct paths for ending states 1, 2,

3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 11 and 18, it fails with states 9, 10, 12, 14, 16, 17 and 19. At the

same time the 1 day discretization fails to capture the oscillations between 7

and 8 in any paths that exhibit it.
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Another downside of the time discretization approach is that the proba-

bilities of actual trajectories (as opposed to state sequences) have very small

probabilities and hence are not very informative on their own. Given the

inexact nature and the limited scope of discretized solution, the advantage

of our exact solution should be clear now.

4.4 Remarks

The same dataset that we used [4] had been previously used to demonstrate

another algorithm, called “vPhyloMM” [9]. That algorithm is designed to

reconstruct mutational pathways of drug resistance, also through the analysis

of continuous-time Markov chains. The algorithm first estimates the under-

lying CTMC much in the same way as was described in Section 4.2. The

analysis of the CTMC is different, however. Just like our algorithm, “vPhy-

loMM” tries to estimate top most probable paths, but instead of doing it

exactly, the way it is described in this work, they would chose a time inter-

val and discretize the CTMC with δt being the entire length of the interval

(see Section 2.3.3). This resulting DTMC is used to estimate the transition

probabilities between states, and the probabilities of paths are approximated

through the product of those probabilities. The algorithm is computation-

ally much easier than then the one described in Section 3.3, but is obviously
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not exact and, depending on particular CTMCs, may produce very differ-

ent results. Unfortunately, it is not possible to directly compare our results

with those of vPhyloMM becuase the state space in [9] is different from ours,

and because their definition of state transition allowed for double mutations,

which we did not find to be reasonable, given that the model is already in a

continuous time domain.
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Chapter 5

Application 2: Fault Diagnosis

This chapter shows how our algorithm for computing most probable state

sequences of a continuous-time Markov chain can be used in the domain of

reliability engineering to analyze fault trees. First we explain what fault

trees are and how they are used in reliability engineering. Then we descibe

the traditional methods used in fault tree analysis. Finally, we demonstrate

our approach with two hypothetical “textbook” examples. We will try to

show that our state sequence analysis can provide information about a fault-

tolerant system that would not be available to other, classical, fault tree

analysis methods.
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System Failure

Part 1 
Failure

OR

AND

Part 2 
Failure

Part 3 
Failure

Figure 5.1: An example of a fault tree. This fault-tolerant system has 3

elementary components. The system fails if Part 3 fails together with either

Part 1 or Part 2.

5.1 Introduction

Fault tree analysis is a deductive, top-down, failure-based approach to relia-

bility engineering [23, 24]. Fault trees use boolean logic to model the logical

propagation of simple failures to cause the undesired event, or top event (e.g.

power shutdown, loss of vehicle, etc.). Individual failures can be thought of

as low level mishaps each of which on its own would not necessarily cause

the top event. The nodes of a fault tree are logic gates (e.g. AND, OR, etc.)

that use outputs from other logic gates as inputs. Leaf nodes are elementary

failure events.
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The two most common gates in fault trees are the AND gate and the OR

gate. If the top event is related to the lower level events through the AND

gate then it will occur only if all lower level events occur. In contrast, if we

have the OR gate, the top event occurs if any of the lower level events occur.

Fig. 5.1 demonstrates a simple example of a fault tree. Here we assume that

the system’s functioning only depends on three parts: hypothetical Part 1,

Part 2 and Part 3. The diagram basically tells us that for the system to

fail, Part 3 must fail together with either Part 1 or Part 2. The system will

still function if any of the three parts fails, or if both Part 1 and Part 2 fail,

however any other scenario guarantees the system’s failure.

Low level failures, or the leaf nodes of the fault tree, are usually modelled

as components that have exponential life times. This statistical framework

usually yields easily computable models that tend to be good approximations

to the actual survival data. Exponentially distributed survival times with

their memorylessness in turn allow us to use Markov analysis to study fault

trees. It is easy to see how fault trees can be translated into the language

of Markov chains. The states of a corresponding Markov chain would be

represented by binary n-tuples where each slot would correspond to one of

n elementary components of the system. We assume that each component

can be in either of the two possible logic states (operational or failing). In

such a model the top event would normally correspond to a set of different
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states. If it makes the model more concise, Markov states can represent sets

of binary n-tuples, not just one vector per state (e.g. all failing combinations

can be grouped into a single “failing” state; similarly, in our toy example, the

joint states of Parts 1 and 2 could be represented by just two values: neither

failed, and one or both failed, because once one has failed the state of the

other does not matter).The number of states in a full Markov model grows

exponentially with the number of elementary components, but for systems of

moderate size or systems where collapsing of states is possible, the Markov

model can be a tractable size.

Dynamic fault trees are fault trees that have dynamic gates [15]. In

dynamic gates the order in which inputs come in matter. In the reliability

context it means that the order of the failures of elementary components

is no longer irrelevant. An example of such a sequence dependent system

is shown in Fig. 5.2. This system consists of three relevant components:

the primary power source, the secondary power source and the switching

mechanism. If the primary power source fails, the switch is supposed to turn

on the secondary power source. In order for the system’s top event to be true

(high level system’s failure), the system must receive no power from either

of the power sources. Here we can no longer determine whether a state is

failing simply by looking at which components have failed, the order of their

failures must be taken into account as well. For example, If we know that
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Secondary power source

Switch

Primary power source

Figure 5.2: An example of a system with sequence dependent failure, adopted

from [50]

the primary source and the switch are not working, is the system failing?

Well, it depends. If the primary source failed before the switch, then right

after the power source had failed the switch must have changed the power to

the secondary source and the system would still be functional. On the other

hand, if the switching mechanism had failed before the primary power source,

then it could not switch to the secondary source on time and so the system

is not functional. Gates that model these kind of situations are generally

referred to as functional dependency gates.

Another important class of dynamic gates are the so-called spare gates.

Spare gates model situations in which components have replaceable spares

for when they die. Because spare parts are not operational while being in the

“spare” mode, their survival must be modelled differently from that of the

operational parts. Spare parts can be modelled as either hot, warm or cold.

The term “hot spares” basically means that even though the component is a
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spare part, it is still subject to the same aging laws as the operational parts.

Cold spares are the ones that are assumed not to be subject to any aging

until the moment they become operational. For example if we have a spare

light bulb, for modelling purposes we can safely assume it will last forever

if it is not connected to an electric circuit. Warm spares are somewhere in

between, i.e. they do age, however at a slower rate.

Our algorithm can be used in fault diagnosis of such systems. In particu-

lar, unlike any other fault tree analysis technique, our approach can solve the

following problem: given a certain initial configuration of the system (e.g. all

components operational), and given that it is in a failing mode at time tfinal,

what are the most probable sequences of breakdowns? Actually, this ques-

tion can address two different scenarios: we can know the exact time when

the top event occurred, or we cannot have that information. The former case

would call for the “likelihood” approach, whereas the latter one would call for

the “probability” approach (see section 3.5 for more details). After having a

brief look at the traditional fault tree analysis methodology, this chapter will

demonstrate our new framework with two examples. The first example is a

hypothetical redundant computer system that has more components than it

needs. For this “textbook” example we will analyze the time dependence of

the most likely failure sequences using the algorithm described in section 3.3.

The second example is a simple avionics system that shows how our approach
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can provide new insight.

5.2 Traditional fault tree analysis

Standard analysis of a static fault tree is fairly straightforward [23, 24]. First

we identify the top event and construct the fault tree according to our objec-

tive. It is important that the scope (which events are important and which are

not) and the resolution (level of detail) of the fault tree are well-established

as well. Then the fault tree is evaluated qualitatively and quantitatively. In

the heart of the qualitative analysis lies the notion of the cut set. The cut

sets (more appropriately called “failure set”) are sets of elementary events

which together, when true, cause the top event. A minimal cut set is a cut

set that cannot be reduced any further, i.e. if we take away any single event

from it, it will no longer be a cut set. Cut sets can be identified by ap-

plying boolean algebra to fault trees that can be viewed as binary decision

diagrams. In order to provide some information about the combinations of

events that commonly lead to the system’s failure, the minimal cut sets are

usually sorted by the number of elements they contain (cut set order).

When doing the quantitative evaluation of a fault tree we produce the

probabilities of cut sets as well as the top event. In the quantitative analysis,

the cut sets are sorted by probability (not by cut set order as in the qualitative
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analysis), so the dominant cut sets can be identified, i.e. those cut sets that

contribute the most to the probability of the top event. If only limited

computational resources are present, and only the top event probability is

of interest, it is usually more computationally efficient to just compute the

top event probability without calculating the probabilities of individual cut

sets [43].

The qualitative and quantitative approaches described above would only

work with static gates, such as AND, OR, and K-of-M (true when at least

K out of M inputs are true) gates. If our fault tree includes any of the

dynamic gates, the tree will have to be converted to a CTMC for further

analysis [48, 15]. The dynamic gates are different in that the order in which

the states of the inputs change matter as well. These include functional

dependancy gates and hot/warm/cold spare gates, as well as the priority-

AND, or sequence enforcing, gate (the output is true only if all of the inputs

occur in a specified order). The analysis most commonly performed with

the fault trees converted to CTMCs is evaluating the future probabilities

by applying the solutions to forward Chapman-Kolmogorov equation (see

Section 2.2).

When the system is very large, the sheer complexity of the resulting

Markov chain can be intractable. A common strategy is the modular ap-

proach to fault tree analysis. In this approach the subtrees (modules) are
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identified, thus turning the original tree into a hierarchical structure whose

top level now has much lower complexity. If the nodes in the new subtree

are only connected through the static gates, it is possible to solve each sub-

tree using Markov analysis and then apply the qualitative and quantitative

methodology of the static fault tree analysis. Modularization thus attempts

to combine the best of the binary decision tree and the Markov analyses.

Our approach would be a suitable addition to the toolbox of Markov

analysis methods available to engineers and researchers. Instead of only

looking at single probabilities of failure configurations, it may be of interest to

look at the order in which these configurations take place. As was explained

in the earlier chapters, Chapman-Kolmogorov equations do not provide the

means to do that. The two following sections will demonstrate how our

approach can be used in practice.

5.3 Example 1: Hypothetical redundant com-

puter system

This example, adopted from [50], illustrates the failure behaviours in a hy-

pothetical computer system. The system under consideration consists of 3

processors (CPU1, CPU2 and CPU3), 2 memories (MEM1 and MEM2) and

1 bus (BUS). For the system to work, it needs to have at least one functional
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Table 5.1: Definitions of states and dwell time parameters for fault diagnosis

model.
State λ (hr−1) Description

1 0.000161 3C2M, 3 processors, 2 memories and bus working

2 0.000161 2C2M, 2 processors, 2 memories and bus working

3 0.000161 1C2M, 1 processors, 2 memories and bus working

4 0.000131 3C1M, 3 processors, 1 memory and bus working

5 0.000131 2C1M, 2 processors, 1 memory and bus working

6 0.000131 1C1M, 1 processors, 1 memory and bus working

7 0 FAIL

CPU, a memory and a bus. Conversely, the failure mode would include any

states that have all components of the same type down (i.e. both memories,

a bus, or all three CPU’s). The parameters of the model are given in tables

5.1 and 5.2.

The system can be visualized (Fig. 5.3) through its fault tree and its

CTMC diagram. In the fault tree the nodes are the components (CPU’s,

MEM’s and the BUS) and their failures propagate up to the top event FN

through the OR and AND gates. Fig. 5.3B is the Markov diagram. ρ is the

failure rate of any of the three CPU’s, µ is the failure rate for either mem-

ory, and β is the failure rate for the bus. Their numerical values (adopted

from [50]) are given in tables 5.2 and 5.1. Because we assume that all ele-

mentary components fail independently, the failure rate of any two or three

components together will just be the sum of their individual failure rates.
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Figure 5.3: The redundant computer system. (A) The fault tree for the

system. This is a negated fault tree in which the top event (FN) is true if

the device is functioning. In order for the device to function any of the three

CPU’s (CPU1, CPU2, CPU3), the bus (BUS) and either of the two memories

(MEM1, MEM2) have to be functional. (B) Markov state diagram for the

associated CTMC. The notation iCjM (see table 5.1) refers to non-failing

states in which i CPU’s and j memories are still functional. All failing states

are grouped together under a single state FAIL.
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Figure 5.4: Most probable failure sequences as a function of time t, given

that the failure happens at some time before t (A) or at precisely time t (B).

Curves are identified by the sequence of component failures: B = bus fails,

PPP = processors fail sequentially, MM = memory units fail sequentially,

MPPP = one memory unit fails, followed by all three processors in sequence.

Pt(Fail) is the probability the system fails at or before time t.
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Table 5.2: Transition probabilities for continuous-time version of fault diag-

nosis model.
to 1 to 2 to 3 to 4 to 5 to 6 to 7

from 1 0 0.6211 0 0.3727 0 0 0.0062

from 2 0 0 0.6211 0 0.3727 0 0.0062

from 3 0 0 0 0 0 0.3727 0.6273

from 4 0 0 0 0 0.7634 0 0.2366

from 5 0 0 0 0 0 0.7634 0.2366

from 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.0000

from 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

We used our approach to compute most probable sequences of component

failures resulting in a system failure. The first scenario (Fig. 5.4A) is when

we do not know exactly when the system has gone into the failing mode.

This can be the case, for example, in some autonomous systems that only

get occasional check ups and status updates. In this case our algorithm is

sorting non-dominated sequences (see section 3.2) according to their final

time probability values. The second scenario (Fig. 5.4B) is when we know

exactly when the system went into the failing mode. This can be the case if,

say, our system was broadcasting a signal that was suddenly interrupted.

For short times of up a few months the most likely cause of failure is a

failing BUS. In our first scenario of unknown failure time, the “failed BUS”

explanation remains most likely for quite a bit longer than it does in our

second scenario. For short times it is unlikely that the top event is caused
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by the complete breakdown of either processors or memories since both sub-

systems have readily available backups. If we wait longer, however, other

explanation become more likely, and just like with the HIV example (see sec-

tion 4.3) the relationships between the state sequence probabilities are very

time dependent.

In the second scenario, when we do know the exact failure time, it is

interesting that after about 6 months the most likely explanation of failure

is the complete breakdown of the CPU subsystem, however after roughly 3

years the most likely component failure sequence is memory failure followed

by sequential failure of all 3 CPU’s. Interestingly, in this case knowing that

the system did not fail within the first three years makes it more likely that

another component (a memory) failed along with the CPU’s.

5.4 Example 2: Fault diagnosis within avion-

ics system

This example is taken from [28]. This is an old reliability example that

serves its purpose in demonstrating a mission-critical application. Figure 5.5

presents a Markov model of a navigational system of a fighter jet. Avion-

ics systems consists of different subsystems, e.g. communication subsystem,

navigation subsystem, sight subsystem, toss-bomb computer, etc. Here we
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3.41%

16.13%
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30.62%

61.2%

Figure 5.5: The state diagram for the navigational avionics system example.

The states are explained in Table 5.3 below.
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State Doppler TACAN Direction Finder

DTF Operating Operating Operating

DT Operating Operating Down

DF Operating Down Operating

TF Down Operating Operating

D Operating Down Down

T Down Operating Down

F Down Down Operating

X Down Down Down

Table 5.3: Navigation Equipment Status. The states of our CTMC.

will analyze the Markov model for the navigation subsystem to demonstrate

how our pathwise analysis can be used in its fault diagnosis.

The system under investigation consists of three independent subsystems

which are working in parallel—Doppler Navigator, TACAN, and Direction

Finder subsystems. It is assumed that all three subsystems can be repaired

with certain probabilities, however we have no communication with the main-

tenance personnel, whose skill levels are reflected in those probabilities (“re-

pair rates”). Figure 5.6 shows the top seven most likely state sequences of

the navigational system. Up until about 24 hours it is the most likely that

nothing becomes broken. For a brief period between 24 and 28 hours it is

most probable that the Doppler Navigator goes down and stays that way,

while from about 28 hours up until 36 hours the most likely scenario is for

the Doppler Navigator to go out and then self-repair.
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DTF → TF → DTF → DT

Figure 5.6: The top seven most probable state sequences for the navigational

system of a fighter jet for a period of 36 hours. While it is most likely that

all three parallel components of the system will be in operational mode, the

chances are that Doppler Navigator went out at some point and then self-

repaired.
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So, if we perform a checkup after 36 hours of operation and everything

seems to be working, in fact it is more probable that one of the components

was out for some time period and then went back on and perhaps requires

some adjustments. If we somehow know that at 36 hours exactly one compo-

nent is broken, then it is most likely to be Doppler Navigator, and it is most

likely that it just broke, and there had been no self-repairs before that. If we

know that exactly two components are down, then the chances are those are

Doppler and TACAN, and Doppler went out first. Also, if at 36 hours we

observe Direction Filter in inoperable conditions, it probably went out after

Doppler went out and repaired itself.
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Chapter 6

Discussion

This work presented the exact solution to the problem of determining the

most probable sequences of state transitions in a continuous-time Markov

chain, given that the initial state and the final time are specified. The so-

lution uses a dynamic program that searches and sorts through the finite

space of non-dominated sequences (see Section 3.4). While this is a problem

that arises very naturally when one deals with random systems, previous

ways of tackling it would generally provide at best sub-optimal and at worst

misleading solutions (see Section 4.4).

The utility of the algorithm was demonstrated through its applications

to two different CTMC systems. First, it was shown how the algorithm can

rank HIV mutational pathways when the virus’s process of natural selection

is altered by artificial pressure from antiretroviral drugs. Then, the problem
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of predicting the most likely failure sequences was solved using the exact

same procedure.

Other applications that we have considered but that have not been in-

cluded here are predicting the most probable sequence of spacial conforma-

tions of a certain protein, and estimating the unseen conformational changes

of ion channels based on patch-clamp records. As CTMC’s are a popular

modelling technique, it is easy to see how the algorithm can be applied to a

wide range of different problems across different domains.

As was discussed in Section 3.5, our approach is general enough to solve

the problem of ranking an arbitrary number of most probable sequences.

Also, the information about the exact time of the last transition can be

incorporated into our framework to provide a better estimate of the top

most probable trajectories based on their likelihoods. There are still several

ways in which the algorithm could be extended and improved upon.

In a lot of practical situations we will not be able to estimate the param-

eters of our model precisely. We could be given a probability distribution

of certain parameters, their bounds, or they can just be missing. One way

of dealing with this situation is to use multiple imputation [38]. Multiple

imputation is a statistical procedure designed to deal with missing data. In

our case this could work as follows. We could view our CTMC as represented

by a single matrix Q that has some values missing. Whenever the algorithm
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needs to use Q, the multiple imputation algorithm would create several copies

of complete Q’s where the missing values are imputed according to whatever

information we have (of course
∑

j 6=iQij = −Qii would have to be satisfied).

The function that calls Q is called several times for each of the copies and

then a simple average of the returned values is taken. Multiple imputation

methods provide simple formulas for estimating the confidence intervals for

the resulting averages. Obviously, since the procedure is repeated many times

during one run of the algorithm, some more complex ways to quantify our

uncertainty about the final output would need to be established.

Another direction for further research is dealing with countable (not just

finite) state spaces. Unfortunately, the algorithm in its current form is not

guaranteed to terminate when the state space is infininte. One possible

“solution” could be trimming the state space by getting rid of the states

whose probabilities of being visited are below a certain threshold. Of course,

this is risky and will only produce approximate solutions at best.

Establishing time complexity is another important issue. While our

Matlab implementation solves all the application problems presented here

in a matter of minutes or even seconds, it is currently unknown how slow the

algorithm will become with more complex models. The best case scenario

is when there are a few obvious “winners” that dominate most of the initial

state sequences, so the others will not be extended and enqueued further
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(see Section 3.3). However it is not obvious what the time complexity for the

general case is. Because the high level view of the algorithm leaves flexibil-

ity as to how the probability functions are computed (see Section 3.4), the

performance can vary quite a bit depending on a particular implementation.

Even in our ODE-based implementation, the user is flexible to change the

integration time step. While the inverse Laplace transform-based solution for

solving 3.14 analytically would require dramatically less memory, the time

complexity of the algorithm would grow exponentially with the number of

states in the sequences. Also, having analytical instead of numerical solutions

to 3.14 would turn the otherwise trivial problem of establishing dominance

into a more complex optimization problem.

The main reason why establishing time complexity for our algorithm is

so difficult, is because the running time seems to depend, in complex ways,

on the values of probability transition rates of the CTMC, and not just

the size of the state space. For example, with our current implementation

the 19-state HIV example takes more than 12 times faster to compute than

the 6-state toy example. The following are the running times of our Matlab

implementation on a relatively old 2.99GHz Intel CoreTM 2 Duo CPU Lenovo

PC with 1.83Ghz of RAM: toy example (6 states)—85.00 sec, HIV example

(19 states)—6.60 sec, hypothetical computer system example (9 states) —

7.15 sec, fighter jet example (8 states)—15.07 sec. It is obvious that there is
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no simple relationship between the number of states and the running time,

therefore it is unclear how the algorithm would scale to much larger problems,

and it is something that needs to be investigated further.

Dealing with partial observations could be another useful extension. Sup-

pose we have a scenario in which we observe a certain random process. We

know that the process is a continuous-time Markov chain, however the actual

(latent) states of the system are unavailable to us. Instead we can only ob-

serve another set of states (observed states). An interesting problem, then,

would be to find the most probable sequence of latent states given the obser-

vations. This exact problem has been solved for discrete-time Markov chains,

and its solution, the Viterbi algorithm, is widely applied in engineering and

science [49]. One important application of Viterbi algorithm is the domain

of speech recognition [30]. The latent variables are assumed to be syllables,

while the observations are sounds. Given how different the discretized solu-

tions can be compared to the exact ones in our HIV example (see Section

4.4), it is reasonable to believe that the exact continuous-time solution could

significantly improve the performance of speech recognition algorithms, as

well as many others algorithms that discretize continuous-time processes.
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